
 
 

CARMUNICATION – the open and neutral platform for modern mobility services  
 
On March 14th the members of the CARMUNICATION association gathered highly motivated 
for their first membership meeting in Vienna.  
 
For many companies open access to live in vehicle data is of outmost importance for their 
future. This is exactly the reason, why the nonprofit association CARMUNICATION was 
founded.  
 
Exclusively the car owner decides who is authorized to have access to the data of his car and 
what purpose the authorization is granted for.  If someone prefers an insurance model 
depending on the kilometers travelled, his or her agreement to data transfer via the 
CARMUNICATION platform will become subject of his or her insurance treaty. This can be 
easily managed by using an APP. 
 
Suppliers of automotive dealer management systems play an important role in providing 
those live in vehicle data to the garage process. In the different DMS systems the 
information about failures having occurred in the vehicle or about necessary service checks 
should be handled in a way that enables the garages to inform their customers accordingly.  
 
EVERY interest group is represented by a chairman being responsible for his specific branch.  
The spare parts trade will need information about the spare parts to be delivered to the 
garages within a very short period of time.. Mr. Simon Kendall of the SAG Group (ATR 
member) will fulfill this task for the trading companies. The trading cooperation TEMOT 
INTERNATIONAL is also a member of the CARMUNICATION association; From 
Autodistribution International  the BIRNER GmbH is founding member of CARMUNICATION 
like Hans Hess Autoteile GmbH  and Atlas Tech GmbH (x2x  IoT Platform Provider 
www.atlastech.de).  Negotiations with Group Auto International and Nexus are going to take 
place. 
 
OPEN for EVERYONE  
 
Every potential commercial data user can become a member by paying an annual fee of Euro 
10.000, - thus being authorized to have access to automotive data on the CARMUNICATION 
platform that is already installed: Spare parts manufacturers, leasing enterprises, break 
down assistance, e-mobility operators, charging stations, parking garage operators, 
carsharing, OE garages, independent garages, diagnosis system providers, IT services, vehicle 
fleet managers, 
interest groups, vehicle manufacturers and many more.         
 
In order to emphasize even more the openness towards everyone, the membership 
assembly decided to install an additional INFORMATION MEMBERSHIP  (€ 1.000,- per year). 
Thus one is granted full access to the CARMUNICATION information, but is excluded from 
data access and from the right to vote at the membership assembly. 

http://www.atlastech.de/
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CERTIFICATION 
 
High standards and severe safety regulations are top priority of CARMUNICATION ! 
 
We submit to an accurate certification process in order to guarantee not only the safety of 
all data coming from the vehicle but also the personal data protection of the car owner 
himself.  
 
„We will be a most reliable partner for the automotive industry“, underlines chairman Walter 
Birner.   
 
 
DIRECT ACCESS to the „ LIVE IN – VEHICLE DATA“ 
 
CARMUNICATION supports the intentions of all interest groups united in the AFCAR 
(the Alliance for the Freedom of Car Repair in the EU) that engage for a free access to the 
data generated in the vehicles without depending on the vehicle manufacturers. Pay 
attention to the video clip on https://www.figiefa.eu/ecall-telematics/.   
 
It is rather simple to register for a membership at CARMUNICATION. If you are interested in 
CARMUNICATION please send an email to anmeldung@carmunication.eu.   
 
 
 
 
CARMUNICATION – Association providing automotive data.  
 
Chairman      Walter Birner     (Birner) 
 
1st Chairman Deputy            Philipp Hess   (Hess) 

 
2nd Chairman Deputy   Gert Keuschnigg  (Atlas)     
 
Secretary    Frank Buisson   (Haynes Pro)  
     
Cashier    Krunoslav Bagaric  (DVSE)  
 
 
Place of Registration: Austria, 1030 Wien, Baumgasse 60B; walter.birner@carmunication.eu  
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